About the Locking Tilt Module
The Locking Tilt Module is used to create an alternate tiltadjustable mounting location for a Mount’n Mover on a flat
surface such as a tray or table.

Attaching the Locking Tilt Module
1. Determine where you want to attach the LTM (See pictures below)
2. Place the LTM where you want it attach it, and mark the hole spacing on the surface.
3. After removing the LTM, use the markings to drill or tap holes for attaching.
NOTE: You may use the supplied 1/4-28 screws and nuts, or you may tap holes to screw
directly into the surface, or use T-nuts or threaded inserts.
4. Use the hardware of choice to attach the LTM to your surface.
NOTE: If attaching in the center of a surface, place the spacers provided between surface
and LTM to enable the locking feature to function when at an upright angle. (Example 2)
Caution: If the device will be inclined to an upright and the tray will not be secured to a Mount’n
Mover or another surface, attach the LTM far enough from the front edge so the weight of the
device does not tip the tray forward when it is in the upright position.

Example 1
(At the edge of the tray/table)

Example 2
(Center of the tray/table on spacers)

Using the Tilt Plate
IMPORTANT NOTE: The Locking Tilt Module does not come with its own Quick Release Plate
(QRP). QRPs can be purchased separately or you can use the QRP from your Mount’n Mover.

Adjusting the Tilt Angle
Adjust the tilt
•
•
•

Move the tilt lever to the unlocked position (to the Right)
Push down or pull up on the device
Move the lever to the locked position (to the Left)
Note: Different hinge torque settings are available. This makes it
easier or harder to change the tilt. For larger devices, the High torque
hinge will prevent the device from slamming down unintentionally.

Attaching the Quick Release Plate (QRP) to the Tilt Plate
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

For easy access, start with the tilt plate at an angle and in a locked position.
Make sure the quick release handle is in the unlocked position.
Slide the rounded slots at the bottom of the QR plate onto the round bosses on the tilt plate.
Push QRP into the tilt plate until it “clicks” into place.
Push the QR handle into the locked position.
Check to see if you can pull the QRP/device away from the plate.
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Designed and manufactured by BlueSky Designs.
For more information and Technical Support, contact
BlueSky Designs at 1-888-724-7002.

